U of U European Reunion 2013 Eindhoven, Netherlands

Friday May 17, 2013 - Eindhoven City Center
Early arrivers – Evening Welcome Utes Meeting

Saturday May 18, 2013 - Eindhoven City Center

Eindhoven City Walk
Enjoy the old city with a modern face, walking through the streets of Eindhoven. Eindhoven is in fact one of the oldest cities in The Netherlands (1232) and has a very interesting history! Since then Eindhoven has grown to become one of the most prominent cities of Europe in the fields of technology, knowledge and design.

Lunch Grand Café Centraal - located in one of the oldest buildings in the center of Eindhoven.

Philips Museum
The Philips museum provides a fascinating picture of the way in which Philips evolved from a small incandescent lamp manufacturer into a large and prestigious international group of companies. The 'Little Old Factory', the place where Philips started producing its very first light bulbs back in 1891, it is the core of the new Philips Museum in Eindhoven. The museum gives an overview of the rich history of this multinational company from its start in 1891 until today. Important developments in technology, society and culture are the basis of the exposition.

Presentations and dinner at Usine - a former Philips factory in the city center of Eindhoven. Dinner presentations will include an update from U leadership on what is new and exciting on campus
- Dr. Michael Hardman - Interim Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Chief Global Officer
- Kirk Jowers, Director of the University of Utah’s Hinckley Institute of Politics and Federal Relations
- Dr. Sabine C. Klahr, Deputy Chief Global Officer

Sunday May 19, 2013

Visit Nuenen, Vincent van Gogh village
Nuenen is located in an area with beautiful forests and meadows. Vincent van Gogh when he let himself be inspired in Nuenen from 1883-1885 lived and worked. The famous painting The Potato Eaters, he painted here. Nuenen can rightfully be called a living museum. There are 21 objects preserved from the time of Vincent van Gogh. You see exactly the buildings and landscapes that Vincent van Gogh about 125 years ago inspired, including a wind mill.

Lunch at Openwettense Watermolen, Nuenen, the historical watermill painted by Van Gogh.
**Play Boerengolf**

Farmersgolf (Boerengolf in Dutch) is a farm land game modeled after the sport of golf. It originated from a cheese farm run by Peter Weenink in Lievelde, a small village in the Achterhoek region of the Netherlands.

**Sunday evening May 19 Eindhoven**

For those who stay, dinner in the Stadswandelpark (City Park), next to the city center.

**Hotels Options:**

1. Best Western Premier Art Hotel Eindhoven- downtown, close to Eindhoven Central Station

2. Sandton Eindhoven City Centre – downtown
   http://www.sandton.eu/en/eindhoven

3. Hampshire Hotel - Crown Eindhoven - downtown

4. Pullman Eindhoven Cocagne – downtown

5. Park Plaza Eindhoven – downtown
   http://www.parkplaza.com/eindhoven-hotel-nl-5611-sc/neteindh

6. Mercure Hotel Eindhoven - downtown


8. Queen Hotel Café Restaurant: http://www.queeneindhoven.nl
